Iranian Studies @ U-M

Backpacking Event

Come to meet the community, learn about upcoming courses, and enjoy some Persian dinner!

Friday, November 17th, 4:30–5:30pm
South Thayer Building, 3rd Floor Atrium
Associated Faculty

- Behrad Aghaei | Language and linguistics
- Kathryn Babayan | Social and cultural history, Shi’ism, Sufism, gender and sexuality
- Juan Cole | Modern political history
- Cameron Cross | Medieval literature and intellectual history, modern literature
- Christiane Gruber | Islamic and Iranian art history
- Gottfried Hagen | Ottoman history, early modern societies
- Alexander Knysh | Sufism and Islamic studies
- Michael Pifer | Armenian literature and culture
- Taymaz Pour Mohammad | Persian literature, translation, media studies
- Niloofer Sarlati | Modern and comparative literature
- Henry Wright | Ancient Iranian archaeology

Website: https://sites.lsa.umich.edu/iranian-studies/
- Includes blog, program information, events, bios
- Sign up for events, announcements, and updates

Upcoming Courses

Winter 2023

HISTORY 197  Religion and Revolutions: A Comparison of the French, Russian, Turkish and Iranian Cases (Cipa)
MIDEAST 337  Ancient Mesopotamia: History and Culture (Beckman)
MIDEAST 340  From Genghis Khan to the Taliban: Modern Central Asia (Northrop)
MIDEAST 391  So You Want to be a Silk Roads Traveler: A Premodern Survival Guide from Europe to Asia (and Back Again) (Pifer)
MIDEAST 427  Rumi: A Guide to Mystical Islam Through the Ages (Cross)
MIDEAST 434  Shahnameh: Iranian Myth, Epic, and History (Cross)
MIDEAST 487  Modern Middle East History (Cole)
MIDEAST 518  Persianate History Through Political and Cultural Texts (Babayan)
PERSIAN 102  Elementary Persian II (Aghaei, Pour Mohammad)
PERSIAN 202  Intermediate Persian II (Aghaei)
PERSIAN 410  Topics in Persian Language: Seeds of Peace (Aghaei)